I make sure every girl I sleep with is a screamer.
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Our Editor Went Off His Meds...

The doctor says I have early signs of ADD...Breaking News...Clay Aiken confirmed he is gay.
Lindsay Lohan confirmed she is dating Sam Ronson (a chick!) for quite a few months... In related
news the sky is blue and grass is green...Is water a gateway beverage for beer...DJ AM and Travis
were in a plane crash. There were six people in the plane and only two survived. DJ AM and Travis. Pilot. Dead. Co-pilot. Dead. Travis’ personal assistant. Dead. Travis’ bodyguard. Dead. Former
DJ for CrazyTown. Alive. Former drummer for Blink182. Alive...Is Franzia a grownup juice-box?
Does it go Juicy Juice box-Capri Sun pouch-Boxed wine?...Are bodyshot’s prejudiced toward
people with innies? What do people with outies do? I just don’t want to even imagine that...Go to
WWW.cafepress.com/SDSUkoala to buy one of our shirts...Is it inconsiderate to call Lance Armstrong nuts for returning to cycling?...We are willing to accept any sloshball offers from any sloshballers...Did you know that in the Afghani culture it is considered an honorable act for a father to
raise his male son aloft and kiss his penis in order to show his pride?...So if I were you and I was
caught molesting my underage chick I would call the cops racist and say I was just preforming a
coming-of age act...WTF are the media elite? How can we apply? I know that O’Reilly probably
hates us already, might as well give him a reason. Is there an application we fill out?...Can you be
paralyzed from the waist up? Why do the waist-down people get all the press, those dicks... Stick
it in my ass/Moonshine suppository/Careful, I’m
pregnant...That was a haiku...Check out www.huCANDY CORN
moristsfortruth.com....Who wouldn’t fuck BrisEric O, Zach, Kristy, Buzz
tol Palin/ She makes me weak in the knees...I’m
SPARE CHANGE
thinking of moving to Alaska just to fuck her...I
Danny, George L, RyanH
mean she can’t get pregnant twice?...Right?....
Or is that how twins are made?...Happy HallowRAISINS
een...Fuckin’ Weenies
Alex T, Alex M.

FLOSS
Alyssa, Luc, Graham, DanR, JeffW
ANTHRAX
Sam Skillz, JRhode

Believe it or Fuck the Fuck Off:

If Barack Obama is elected president, the “once you go
black” act of 2009 will be enacted by congress stating that
the U.S. government will “never go back.”

6663 El Cajon Blvd
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World “Famous”
Koala Lists
Top Five Spooky Porn Titles
1. Empire Strikes in the Back
2. Killer Klowns from Uranus
3. Jaws...full of cum
4. Dawn of the Double D’s
5. Friday the Third Taint.
7. Ghost Nut Busters
8. The Oh Man!
9. Sleeping with Hallow
10. Children of the Porn
11. Scream (Cause I’m Giving You Anal)
12. Blumpkin Head
13. Child’s Play
14. Pokeherguiest
15. Evil Head
16. Not So Idle Hands
17. I Know Who You Came On Last Summer
18. A Tale of Two Sisters, and One Cup
19. Tremors in Your Anus
20. Amityville Whorehouse
21. Jurassic Pork
22. Freddy in Jason
23. Deep Blue Semen
24. Van Hymen
25. Dracula: Dead and Fucking It
26. Underwearworld
27. The Lost Boys’ Virginities
28. Night of the Giving Head
29. When a Stranger Balls
30. Casper the Bendy Ghost
31. The Sexorcist
32. Final Ejaculation
33. Pet Sodomy
34. Lake Flacid
35. The Ass of 1984
36. Ball Space
37. Devil Dong: hound of hell
38. Cabin Beaver
39. The Tit and the Pendulum
40. Fright Tight
41. Your clit on my grave
42. Deeper Creepers
43. Anal Attraction
44. Near Dork
45. One Moist Call
46. Stir of Homos
47. 28 gays later
48. 28 queefs later
49. Boy Ride
50. Fuck Bed: The bed that fucks people
51. Tails From the Crypt
52. The Exorcism of Emily’s Hose
53.The Cock Ring
54. Her Hills have Eyes!
53. Dr. Jack-it will miss your thigh
54. Vacuntcy
55. Mantasm
56. Cabin Beaver
57. Alien V. Sexual Predator
58. Surprise! She Has a Penis
Top 5 Advantages to Being Able to Turn
into a Bat
1. You’re the ultimate wingman.
2. All that fruit makes your cum sweeter.
3. You can kick some flying squirrel ass.
4. Bite-marks less obvious than hickeys.
5. Despite having to HEAR ugly bitches
bitch, you don’t have to SEE them ugly
bitches bitch.
6. So I could feel firsthand what it’s like to
hit my wife. (Ultrasonic radar!)
7. Have you ever had bat pussy?
Top Five Things Not To Say While
Trapped In A Texas Chainsaw Massacre
film
1. “Cool chainsaw! Can I see?”
2. “Dude, what the fucks up with your
face?”
3. “What are all those meat hooks for?”
4. “What’s for dinner?”
5. “I bet the people in the house over there
can help us!”
6. “Let’s split up gang!”
7. “Zoinks”

Bottom Five Haunted Houses
1. Georgia
2. Neverland Ranch
3. Urinetown
4. Sarah Palin’s vagina
5. Goatse land
6. Winchester Mystery House
7. Two girls one house
8. Student Health Services
9. Milky’s House
10. Any house in Iowa
11. Any house currently on fire
Top 5 inappropriate Trick-or-Treat treats
1. Severed Penis
2. Pack of smokes
3. Taco Bell Medium Sauce
4. Avian Bird Flu
5. Condoms
6. Crack Rocks
7. Vibrator (batteries not included)
8. Two girls with no cup
9. Diet soda
10. Turkey leg
11. Sugar free candy
12. Wilford Brimley
Top Five Signs Your Roommate is a
Werewolf
1. Hair is always clogging the drain.
2. He ate my mom.
3. He was a stunt double in “Teen Wolf”.
4. His bed is a kingsize box of kitty litter.
5. Always drinks Miller Lite, never the
Silver Bullet.
6. Growls every time you try and change
the channel.
7. Pissed on your clothes as soon as you
moved in. To mark his territory.
8. Sniffs your ass when you aren’t looking.
9. He always is doing it doggie style.
Top Five Signs Your Fridge is Possessed
1. Every time you replace the milk, your
roommate dies.
2. The eyes on the Land of Lakes girl follow you.
3. It randomly spins around spewing pea
soup at you.
4. The water turns to wine.
5. You keep finding severed hands in the
lettuce crisper.
6. That damn light.
7. It’s always cold...so cold.
8. The magnets keep rearranging themselves to the number of the beast.
9. Something about deviled eggs. [yuk
yuk yuk]
10. Still runs when unplugged
11. Picture on milk carton is you
12. Speaks in tongues instead of normal
refrigerator banter
13. Kool Aid becomes Zul Aid
14. The beer turns to water
15. Keep finding moldy used tampons
16. Your roast beef started bleeding
Top 5 Things to Say Other Than “Trick or
Treat
1. “I have a warrant”
2. “I’m a sex offender moving in down the
street...”
3. “No, no, I’m not here for candy. Actually, I was hoping to borrow a bottle of
pubic wax...”
4. “Have you heard the Good News my
brother?”
5. “Fe, fi, fo, fum, I smell the blood of a
Euro fag!”
6. “Trick or I’m going to fuck you in the
butt.”
7. “Your daughter is only 13 right?”
8. “My name is Inigo Montoya, you killed
my father, prepare to die.”
9. “Dick or treat!...and I’m all out of

treats.”
Top Five Advantages for Dating a Witch
1. You don’t have to worry about giving
her warts.
2. Morning after potions.
3. Double double anal and trouble.
4. Shouts, “I’m melting!” when you fuck.
5. You can Patrones Charm all over her
face.
6.You can give a flying fuck
Top Five Things To Say When Every
Single One Of Your Friends Have Been
Murdered
1. I didn’t do it.
2. Take that, EVERYONE!
3. Damn it! Now I have to spend time with
my wife.
4. Now nobody can tell on me.
5. This Russian Roulette thing is really
catching on.
6. Always look on the bright side of life...
7. It’s not gay if they’re dead.
8. Yes! Now I don’t have to use those rufies I bought!
9. Damnit! I was just about to bust out my
Doug Case impression...
10. Then it had to have been Mike.
11. Well, it sure as hell wasn’t me.
12. Wow. I really have no Asian friends.
13. I don’t have anyone left to brag about
this to.
14. This party is so dead! Man, it was
totally worth it for that joke.
Top Five Reasons to Grow a Beard
1. Because if there is ever one thing that
never changes in the world of fashion, it’s
that neckbeards will always be in.
2. Addicted to meth and can’t afford a
razor.
3. Because you really wish the smell/taste
from eating your girl’s vagina would just
stick around all day.
4. To make stick figure drawings of you
easier to draw.
5. Added layer of protection from mountain lion attack.
6. Santa and Jesus did it .
Top Five Things Still Legal To Do While
Driving
1.Fuck an underaged monkey in the ass
while stabbing your girlfriend to death in
the side seat.
2.Smoke a bowl while driving with your
knees.
3.Have your passenger hold a cell phone
to your ear.
4.Have your passenger hold a roach to
your lips.
5.Reach out of the window and punch
someone with a blue tooth.
6.Road. Head.
7.Tailgate the minivan in front of you to
see what they are watching... it’s always
Shrek and never porn.
8.Tonguing the vagina of a hermit crab.
9.Read The Koala.
Top Five Lies Your RA Told You
1. I’m your RA.
2. You should think of me as a friend.
3. If you tell me what really happened, I
can help you figure out how to get out of
trouble.
4. This incident report is a formality.
5. SDSU was my first choice.
6. Posting a Personals Bag on your door is
against the rules.
7. The Aquaplex pool water turns purple if
you pee in it.
8. You don’t need alcohol to have fun.
9. You need verbal consent for sex.
10. There’s something women find attractive about a junior that still lives in the
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dorms.
11. That’s not my penis.
Top Five Signs You Are Gay for your Roommate
1.Opened your eyes during the circle jerk
2.You begin wearing miniskirts and tube-tops
to match his girlfriend’s tastes.
3.You mixed Ambien into his fountain drink
4.When he made the switch from boxers to
briefs you gave him subtle looks of approval.
5.When he brings home girls to fuck, you ask
if you can watch..... him
6.You blame your awkward bathroom
incident on morning wood but you’ve been
awake and outside his room for an hour
7.You bet $100 that he can’t suck a popsicle
dry, while naked, in under thirty minutes.
8.When they have sex, there’s a wet spot in
both of your beds.
9.You fantasize about him while using his
girlfriends vibrator.
10.You can’t get his cum out of your hair.
Top Five Carl Weathers Facts
1.He introduced coke to campus.
2.He knocked out every professor he had.
3.Based Apollo Creed off of his finely
trimmed left testicle.
4.Ran up the freedom steps and punched a
5’4 Italian exchange student in the balls.
5.He never knows what the weather is.
6.He deep-freezes his ‘fro prior to nap time.
7.Has a fetish for gummie bears. It’s their
paws.
8.Wrote the screen play to Predator while
bored in his Advanced Biochemistry class.
9.Once did it with two chicks and didn’t have
to pay.
10.Changed major to particle physics after
failing three UD Comm classes.
11.There aren’t any women that know who
he is.
Top Five Reasons to Not be Circumcised
1. Winter.
2. Drip catcher.
3. Free rollover minutes.
4. 24 extra puppetry moves you can make.
5. Fourskin and seven years ago...
6. She’ll think you’re wearing a dick-colored
condom
7. You want to freak out every girl you ever
show your penis to.
8. Get a tiny swoosh tattoo and now it’s a
stylish penis sweatband.
9. So you become invisible to God.
10. Big mouth billy bass impressions.
11. It’s like a push-pop.
12. Added layer of protection from mountain
lion attack.
Top 5 Surprises for your Gynecologist to find
in your snatch
1. Bob Ross.
2. Teeth.
3. Candies.
4. Squirting orgasm in the face!!!
5. A handshake.
6. A used condom.
7. A penis.
8. A flower that’s been viciously stomped
upon.
9. Fetus remains
10. A ten dollar tip
11. Congealed hymen
12. Decoder ring
13. The golden ticket
14. Turko.
15. The hadron particle collider.
16. Atlantis.
17. The oompa-loompa that does all the
work.
Top Five Phrases You Need To Know Before
Going to Mexico
1. “(Loud and slow) WHERE CAN I BUY
DRUGS?”
2. “No hablo ingles.”
3. “Que es un gringo?”
4. “But officer, these hookers set me up! I’m
an American...with money!”
5. “Your handjobs are a rip-off, Senora.”
6. “My penis is not a white devil.”
7. “Burrito, Quesadilla, Taco, and Spaghetti.”

Maybe if I spray the whole can of Axe my virginity will smell less.
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Choose Your Own Adventure: Halloween Edition
D
Build up your liquid-courage with your roommate while watching Ernest: Scared Stupid – by far your favorite Halloween movie
ever? Every time he talks to the camera, you drink until either he
stops or he utters an overly drawn-out “ewwwwwww.”

aster than you can smoke that bag of weed you bought Sunday, Halloween is upon
you. You just woke up in an empty classroom that had been your History 100 one
o’clock. Realizing you slept straight through to seven-thirty, you ran home and are
now throwing together a costume so that you can go celebrate this wonderful holiday
right. Do you…

A

Celebrate an unprecedented
election year by dressing up
as Rosa Parks?

Rosa Parks

So you tear down your curtains and
wrap them around your waist like a
skirt and make a doo-rag out of the
hankerchief you bought last year during the SARS-esque fire histaria. But
you quickly realize that no one will
guess you are Rosa Parks. Only the
perfect pre-game will allow you to
correctly pull this shit off.
Do you...

C

Play
quarters
while sippin’ on
Gin n’ Juice cuz yo
mind’s on yo money and yo money’s
on yo mind?
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D

Ride the trolley
to Old Town and
back - never giving up that handicapped bench at
the front of the
train?

B

Bring a childhood twist to
the SDSU favorite by going
as a slutty blanket?

Ernest: Scared Stupid
Twenty minutes in, the two of you have already burned
through a twelve-pack. While this would have been a prime
moment to depart into the city-wide party that is Halloween,
the two of you are honestly intrigued by the plotline and rip
open another box of twelve. You wake-up spooning with the
Slutty Toaster. The two of you agree to never watch another
“Ernest” movie without proper supervision again. END

Slutty Blanket
Because you completely lack creativity, you decide to go with the slutty
____ costume, but the only materials
that seem to be available are a frat rush
t-shirt, an oversized stuffed bear and
your security blanket (fuck everyone,
Blanky is the most beautiful thing in
the world). A stroke of genius strikes
as you begin to contemplate pulling out
the stuffing and wearing the bear’s skin
as a costume, but then you realize that
Pooky truly is your first love. So you
grab the blanket and throw it over your
shoulders like a cape. As you move to
your apartment’s living room for the
pre-party, you notice your roommate
has gone with the Slutty Toaster idea.
The two of you briefly bond over this,
and begin to plan a pregame. Do you…

C

Gin n’ Juice + Quarters:

Ditch your roomie, sneak back into your room to masturbate to
redtube.com (clean out the ‘ol pipes), chug a Redbull, and drop a
strip of condoms into your front pocket before hitting the streets?

You realize that you’ve never been very
good with money as you throw back shot
after shot of gin. All of your friends find
this hilarious by the way, and because you
drank all of the pre-game juice they whip
out a blunt to hit just before hitting the
party streets.

Jerk Off, Redbull, Condoms

Tonight is the night. We are talking Hallow-fucking-weenie night. You need
to see about getting yourself some tail. And, in remembrance of the best advice
your dad ever gave you, you head to your room to quite thoroughly clean your
The Trolley:
gun. However, afterward, you feel more ready for the “hope she just leaves”
The trolley-ride has been post-sex sleep, so you pound a Redbull. Pre-game complete, and your almost
a success. You’ve had two out of the door when you realize you almost forgot, rubbers! Over speculating
E Do you hit the blunt?
worse than Fannie Mae, you grab a full strip of Durex (proudly sponsored by
encounters: An old man
Student Health Services and the Family Plan) and drop ‘em into your pocket.
breathing oxygen through
F
Partying in costume is one thing, but the costumes brought forth by the 31st
those nose-tubes, and a
of
October are nothing short of pure hard-on magic. Even your own troop is
Hit the Blunt
cerebral palsy case that you
working
the trouser tents with your fellow sluts: Slutty Radio, Slutty Vacuum
You have exceeded the point of drink- swear has been staring at you
and
Slutty
Lamp. The partying is everything you had hoped it would be with
ing reason to realize that a blunt will
through your reflection in
do no good to you in this condition and the window all the way from one exception; no one is having the slutty blanket get-up. When the cops
join in. Some puff is a puffed and some Old Town to Hazard Center. came, your only promising option was la Ballena that’s been out on the deck
chain-smoking her way to a distant, distant modeling career. Your Brave Little
laughs are had, and the group rolls out But hey, if your not going
Toaster crew is rolling out to grab as much beer as they can before 7-11 stops
to a nearby party. The walk is the most to give up your seat for the selling at quarter til two. Do you…

memorable portion of the night. Not in
its novelty, but in that everything after
was more like a spotlight. However,
you do notice that your preparation
generated a southern drawl in your
speech - fully completing your lastminute, historical costume. Memories
include some flip cup, some Rosa Parks
stripper pole action, and a very successful attempted hook-up with a Slave
Princess Leia.

physically handicapped, who
says the mentals get better
treatment? However, your
wave of disestablishment
slams into a breakwater of
the lack of street knowledge
you received growing up in
The Bakersfield Vista View
Estates as your third challenger boards the trolley.
Little do you know that your
Don’t Hit Blunt
Rosa Parks costume reminds
What the fuck dude? Who
the old man of his sister who
opts out of drugs after drinkhad run off with his childing so much juice? Go home! hood love, Julio. Before you
Oh, and your costume fucking could say stabbing, you were
sucks! END
getting a free colon cleansing in a dumpster outside of
Qualcomm. END

E

Get your jollies off with la Ballena, and attempt
to blow your load all over an embarrassing part
of her body.t

La Ballena

You cruise up all sly-like, spit some mediocre game, and she’s grabbing places
on your body that you couldn’t describe
with a Cabbage-Patch doll. Great, so far,
so smooth – until you go to drop a hand
into her pants. Just past a pubic afro that
Don King couldn’t explain, you find a
lump. Before you have time to realize
that this lump happens to be a tubular
piece of flesh with a helmet, a pair of
crusty, hairy balls are deep-sea tea-bagging for your appendix. END

F

Bro’s before ho’s!

Alcohol Run

Good choice. And like all good
choices, this one results in you meeting a
group of thirsty and almost drunk enough
ladies loitering about outside of the edin
that is 7-11 (fact: hot chicks do this all
the time). Your newfound party moves
to a new, cleaner location to imbide their
new refreshments. At one point during a
roaring round of Cranium you go to take
a leake but mistake the bathroom for the
bedroom you saw the girl that proclaimed
“I’m fucking shit-plastered” stumble
into. It’s almost as if she was waiting for
you. Clearly, she walked towards the bed
until it hit her knees, and then fell. She’s
perched on her knees and her face with
her ass staring down your swaying eyes.
Do you…
Have sex with her?
Or, have sex with her?

Their Lips
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How to perform the Ghostbuster:
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This glorious production of the Koala was
brought to you via slip ‘n slide sponsored by:

It helps to have seen the film Ghostbusters. Or be a giant marshmallow. If you have not or are not, just
go into this maneuver with an open mind and if you can, a fully charged nuclear accelerator proton
pack. Just for kicks. To be legitimate. We’re all professionals here.
First things if you are a guy, find one of your guy friends and a woman. If you are a lady, find two of
your best guy friends or some random lucky gentlemen at a bus stop. After a few bottles of wine, coax
you’re two friends (or newly acquainted strangers) into a little ménage à trois. Once the nasty deed is
in working order have fun with it. The maneuver only really kicks in at the end, so feel free to experiment along the way with other maneuvers. One thing you can do is make your female partner bark like
a dog, or scream “ZUL!” Then crack eggs on her back.
Now this maneuver works a different way for each sex. For the males, notify your friend when you
are getting ready to spurt. Make sure he is good and ready as well so as to make sure you both can finish at the same time. If you are a lady (or the bottom gay guy) make sure both of your male companions are ready to pull out and finish near your cranium and or puss. The ending move is the same for
both genders. Simply have the
two males climax at the same
time while each is on one side
of the ladies face and or body.
The streams should cross
midway, splashing onto the
ladies face, and thus reversing
the polarity flow and sending
Gozer back to it’s dimension.
In the end everyone should
be covered in a white sticky
substance. Now if you do
something wrong, it is by
your own fault and not ours.
If some thing’s weird, and it
don’t look good, don’t call the
Koala.
WARNING: It is in this
situation only are you allowed to cross the streams.
In any other circumstance
you must never cross the
streams. It could be bad.

The Koala Investigates Fraternities:
Since it was rush I had to pretend to genuinely partake in their activities that they were swearing up and down were totally unique to
their house, so I patronized them and drank their shitty plastic bottle
booze. I was pissed the fuck off, because being a grown ass man I
usually man up and buy something that’s not Popov or some other
shit. After spelunking through the sketch ass corridors of Phi-Alphawhatever-the-fuck-they-call-themselves, I had to make sure that
my cover wasn’t blown by the drunk bitches there (My cock was
though. Who can turn down a free BJ from one of those KD girls?
They’re down as fuck! Have you met Kelli? You’re missing out!).
Anyway, after I passed her a towel, I continued my mission to figure
out what actually goes on during one of these guys’ days. They
were talking a lot of shit about girls in “lower” houses, whatever the
hell that means. I didn’t get it. Nice tits and ass are nice tits and
ass no matter what house they stumble back to after they get drunk
and laid.
...But I digress. Keeping my mind on my mission, I reminded myself
to pick up one of these guys’ daily planners, and stop busting nuts
in girls’ faces. So I walked around, pretended to be interested in

what the fauxhawked boys had to say to me, pretended to care when
some girl bragged about being from Nor*Cal, and grabbed myself a
Natty Ice to look inconspicuous (Natty Ice/Light are also disgusting
beers. Seriously guys, man up once in a while and have some standards for your beverage quality).
I finally made my way into the exclusive area. I guess it was exclusive
because they served “high quality” beers like bud light, and “top shelf”
booze like Smirnoff. When I got there, there was some crazy shit that
I thought I’d never see in my whole life.

Week Plan
MONDAY

Community Service Day:
-Homeless arriving at 6
for their dinners out of
the house kitchen		
(Hope I get to bus in the
invalids this week!!)
-We draw straws to see
who has to go on sorority
walkarounds
-The lepers are coming
for their footwashing at
8.				

FRIDAY

Ettiqute lessons:
-”Learning to Set a
Table , the Proper Way”
-”How to Get a Lady”
-”How to Keep that Lady”
-”Cubic Zirconia: A Big
No-no”			
-”Pre-Pregnancy
Lamaze”			
				
Pre-party planning for
Tomorrow’s Big Day!

TUESDAY

Study Day:
Whole fraternity heading
to library at 7		
(Don’t forget flashcards,
highlighter, dictionary,
glue stick and colored
pencils)			
Finish last few chapters of
Danielle Steel novel
look at Oprah’s Book List
for next book to read		
				

SATURDAY

-Be sure to airate the
Pinot Noir from the cellar
-Work on toast for
fraternity president
-Warn the dorm kids
next door to try and
keep it down , we will be
partying			
-Keep eye on guests, (if
sorority girl gets too tipsy someone will have to
safely escort her home)		

WEDNESDAY
Gathering for allfraternity rugby game at
5 on the practice fields
(Bros who play together
stay together!)
Cooking spaghetti
dinner afterwards for
brother fraternities		
Watching Dr. Phil with
brothers at 8 (Remember
to bring the talking stick
for discussion afterwards)

THURSDAY
Business workshops with
past alumni at 8		
Good topics this week:
“How to Support a Family”
and “Pay Off your Student Loans in 6 Months,
while Earning Money for
Both You AND Your Wife’s
Retirement ”			
					

Goals:
-Perfect attendence
SUNDAY
(21 units should be a
No need to clean ,
breeze)			
everyone pitched in last
-Find love of life ,
night before bed .		
preferably a blonde
Croquet game at 10 AM virgin from one of the
Meeting at 6.		
top houses			
Guest speaker from SHS:
-Choose from five
-”A massage is
different internships
sometimes just that ”
-”Sex after pregnancy, being offered		
-Start planning for
why?”			
-” ’Not tonight honey’, sending son to SDSU
one day			
not just for women”

You know if you spend four years here, you’re going to get raped
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Survivor:
Fraternity Edition

You may have noticed something a little different on campus
this year. It’s true. Chet has diabetes. But there are also three
fraternities missing and that’s because of CBS. Lambda Chi,
Sigma Pi, and Delta Sig Phi were the first to be eliminated. You
and your friends can play along as the weeks pass and the frats
fall, until only one remains. Cut out the pieces and start at
the bottom. Each turn, eliminate one player. The remaining
players must chug a beer, then move up one level.

ΚΑ

ΚΣ

ΣΑΜ

ΣΧ

ΘΧ

ΦΚΨ

ΓΦΕ

ΔΫ

ΝΑΚ

ΑΕΠ

ΦΚΘ

ΣΑΕ

ΖΒΤ

ΣΝ

ΔΣΦ

ΣΠ

ΛΧ

THINGS YOU WILL NEED:
Beer
Beer
A necktie

WEEK 10:
Doug Case Challenge Grab a nearby object and
deepthroat it. Whoever
deepthroats the craziest
thing the best, wins favor
from Doug Case and your
fraternity survives.

WEEK 9: Hearing with Nationals You must tie a Double Windsor knot.
If you cannot, you are eliminated.
If your knot is not dimpled,
chug a beer.

WEEK 8: Academic Check - Name all of your professors.
If you cannot, you are eliminated.

WEEK 7: Stripper Party - You can’t have strippers either. Every player
must give the last name of a female in the room.
First player to miss is eliminated.
(The following last names are assumed to be stripper names: Lee, Sue, Anne)

WEEK 6: Dead Person - Grab an eliminated player
and carry them to the nearest dumpster.
Whoever comes in last is eliminated.

WEEK 5: Federal Drug Bust - Recite the phone number of a drug dealer.
First player who cannot do this or the first player whose
drug dealer is successfully challenged is eliminated.

WEEK 4: Sorority Exchange - First six players to bring a willing/drunk female to the table advance.

WEEK 3: Pin The Crime on the Rushee - One of your prospects kicks the ass of a bro,
during what was certainly NOT a hazing event. Vote off the frat with the lamest explanation.

WEEK 2: Can Man Steals “Rent” Cans - Empty your wallets. Whoever has the least cash is eliminated.
AEΠ has immunity for this challenge.

WEEK 1: Wet Rush - You can’t DRINK during Rush!!!! Everyone chug your beers, last one to finish is eliminated.

Sammy’s 9/13
We were crossfaded on Saturday September 13th. Stumbling down an alley, we found
twenty-five inebriated freshman banging on the door
of the prestigious Samuel’s. The guys all had girls on
their arms bearing the gift of fresh pussy for the brothers. (The moldy pussy had to leave.) We were let in
because our pussy to cock ratio was at least 2-1. After
spending ten minutes in the elevator, the doors opened
to reveal a writhing black light lair - your jizz could
glow in the dark! Soon it became evident that the
only way to get a drink is to a) suck the cock of any
frat guy, b) have your tits falling out of your shirt, c)
mention the word “koala”, or d) promise to let a Delta
Zeta suck your cock if she get’s you a drink. Then we
left. ‘Nuf said bro. Hella fuck shit hella bro. Sorry
Bra, i’m from the Yay area.
-Two hella hyphy haters
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Meeting 9/04 “Groove Theory Party”
Everyone knows that the Koala staff is the
hardest working organization on campus; our genius
consumes almost every hour of every day. Yet, towards the end of our brilliant meetings, we inevitably
are completely inebriated and want to go out and
wreak havoc on whomever we may encounter. Conveniently, one of those nights arose when our UCSD
brethren come to visit (They were sick of sobriety and
ready for rufies.) Since the frats are gay, we wandered
across the street to the apartments that all of the bitches were filing into where we found (gasp) beer pong
tables. The setup was quite unique. One pong table
sat in the main hallway. The apartments at each either
end were open and both emitting music, smoke and
women. In one of the apartments was another pong
table. In the other was alcohol. Even though none of
us got to play, we knew we were in good company as
the free weed flowed and the freshman read copies of
the Koala on the couch. Oh we felt so cool. The night
concluded with all of us running to 7-11 to get more
beer at 1:50 in the morning only to find that 7-11 stops
selling alcoholic beverages at 1:45. 7-11, if you had a
dog, I’d drop-kick it in the face. Fuck you. Alas, the
next morning my cell phone revealed more conclusive
evidence of the night. First, a number, Groove Theory. New memories arose of one individual describing
his reggae band to me in between bowl after bowl of
weed that I didn’t pay for. I think I told him I would
give him a shout out. Second, a picture: a young asian
female’s tattoo on her right asscheek that read, “Miller
Time.” Millertime, if you’re reading this, cum find
me.
- 2 Miller Lights

(Illegible reason submitted by uneducated Latino)

www.tailgatebeer.com
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Shawni’s 21st 9/19
Being personally under 21, it’s always
wonderful when your friends turn 21 and throw a bash
at their house instead of blowing off the underagers
and getting shithoused at the local bar for the first
time. One of these generous twenty-firsters was my
friend’s girlfriend Shawni. When i arrived, the party
was hopping. Beer pong was occurring, a keg of
Firehouse Ale was tapped, and the balcony was filled
with potheads getting their fix. There was also a stripper pole, which unfortunately wasn’t occupied. Yet.
Everything was going superbly until the homosexual
roommate flipped out and started kicking the CD
player until it was thoroughly demolished. That fagTailgate Beer, a new local craft brew owned and operated by an SDSU Class of 2008 graduate
got...(and I mean that in the literal sense, not just the
fact that he was in fact a faggot.) To make up for the
lack of music, the birthday girl poured everyone about
seven shots of Sailor Jerry mixed with Coke into Big
No! TailGate Beer proudly brews 6 different, and orignal ales
Gulp cups. I got obliterated. The rest of the night was
a little fuzzy, but I recall a massive grinding orgy on
the pole and many lesbos trying to get to my vagina. I
Effin's Pub n' Grill – College Area
remember kissing a hot blonde named Danae, getting
The Boardwalk – Mission Beach
Woodstock’s Pizza - College Area
her number, and running around afterwards screamGuava Beach – Mission/Pacific Beach
ing: I KISSED A GIRL AND I LIKED IT! I haven’t
JT’s Pub - Mission Gorge
Moondoggies - Pacific Beach
called her yet, but she’s definitely on my To-Do list...
Keg n’ Bottle - College Area
Filipi's Pizza Grotto – Mission Valley
-Four tastes of cherry chapstick
Louie's Suds n' Sun – SDSU campus pub San Diego Sports Club – Hillcrest

what is tailgate beer?

is there only one style?

where can I find tailgate beer?

La Casita’s Grill - College Area
Seau's Restaurant – Mission Valley
Canes Bar and Grill – Mission Beach
Phil's BBQ – Point Loma

The Local - Downtown
Porter’s Pub - UCSD campus Pub
Various Liquor Stores throughout San Diego County
Many More!

why should I drink tailgate?
On the night of September 25th...
It all started with a Koala meeting and keg;
the keg quickly overpowered the former. Suddenly,
drunken darts were being thrown at innocent bystanders, Jenga was turned into a drinking game, and the all
male undie-run paraded below us (for some odd reason) which gave us priceless entertainment. However,
Milky refused to stay put and ran off to find greener
(and drunker) shindigs next door, leaving us bewildered Koala staffers with nothing to do but follow his
drunken ass. Somehow, he disappeared through the
doors of KA, never to return again. We followed him
as much as we could but got locked out on the second
floor stairwell and lost him forever. Oh well, off to
party. We finally entered the second floor and found
that only girls were being let in to the drinking room
(of course), so I had the pleasure of flying solo on this
one. It turned out that I knew half the people there coincidentally, all of whom were completely annihilated.
Unfortunately the alcohol was gone, but I had my keg
beer so I was happy. One of my friends finally got
off the couch after licking some random girl’s breasts
for a good thirty minutes and wanted a ride home.
Seemed like a good weed smoking intermission, so

Beer is to college kids what milk is to toddlers. Fact: TailGate Beer makes you stronger and
more attractive. It is true you have many beers to choose from, drink the one that strives to
embody the good times and great fun that college is all about.

give me some more!
www.tailgatebeer.com
Enjoy TGB right from your computer!

-shop for TGB schwag
-find every location TGB is served
-find internships and employment

a merica's u nofficial pastime
Finely handcrafted, original brews from San Diego, California
Owned and operated by an SDSU alumnus
I agreed. When we got back to his apartment at the
Diplomat, there were the four roommates there and
one other girl who were all just chilling drinking beer
and smoking some herbage. But right when I settled
down with a nice, fresh beer to smoke my cigarette
on the balcony, a knock was heard at the door. It was
the fucking cops. There was no music playing and
we certainly weren’t being loud with the total of six
people in the room, so I got pissed. I wanted to finish
my goddamn beer in peace but noooooooooo. There
was waaaaaaay too many people there and the extra
people had to leave immediately or they were going to
issue tickets. So the other girl and I left. FUCK YOU
SD POLICE. GO GET REAL JOBS SO THAT US
“HOODLUMS” CAN DRINK PRIVATELY IN OUR
HOMES FOR ONCE. THIS IS COLLEGE. THERE
WILL BE BEER. GET OVER IT.

and a few tweakers hiding behind trees. The crowd for
Atmosphere was a writhing mass of cigarette smoking
bros and boobs, not to mention that the performance
made me cream my pants. I don’t remember much of
the rest, it has become a giant cloud of dizzy white
smoke. To end, I say all hail street scene.
-Four hundred cigarettes

ONE FUCKED COP

Street Scene
After downing five shots we boarded the
trolley with every other drunken dirty hippie in San
Diego. When I arrived I thought I may have come to
the wrong place. Was this street scene or the annual
circle jerk of bearded men in America? We were
smoking a joint while waiting for MGMT when we
noticed that we were standing next to our editor. It
was then i noticed that everyone around me was covered in a thick layer of grease and smelled suspiciously of bad burritos. The women...maybe their bad hair
was an attempt at dreadlocks, or maybe they had just
fucked in the porto-potties. Either way, by that time
I could give a shit because music was playing and I
was high as fuck. We watched spiderman dan scale the
wall in the middle of the show and later we stumbled
over to Tv on the Radio. It was an intense mosh
pit. Hell, some kid barfed in the middle and within
seconds I could feel boners against my leg... I guess
some kids get turned on by that shit. Anyway, by then
it was time for a few more hits and shots to prep for
Justice. It was the ultimate techno dance party, and it
extended all the way to the opposite stage. There was
some respective ass grabbing to say the least. Even
the middle schoolers were kickin it. The second day
was more of the same, just add more horny hipsters

Battle of the Koalas 9/27
Getting off work super late, I was super
psyched to get super shitfaced. Luckily, my coworkers had a party all lined up in PB for me. After getting
all slutted out, I got to Pacific Beach at the same time
as everyone I work with. I was so whorish that one
coworker didn’t even recognize me. I had succeeded.
We walked with drink in hand to the only house with
lights on on a Saturday night; it must be the place.
After carousing the surroundings, I was handed a
mini-cup of crunk juice and decided to bond with my
coworkers outside by way of herbal essence. Brittany
arrived shortly with a sack of weed that she handed
me to smoke without her. God, I love that girl. Beer
pong quickly ended after one of the balls got lost, but
I, being a pong genius, suggested to continue playing
with a cork from a wine bottle. It worked splendidly.
However, my opponent was butthurt that he lost to a
cork-thrower and wanted to fight me. He looked sooo
familiar. Oh yeah, he wrote for the UCSD Koala. OH
no. Shit went down. I threw the cork at his face to
show my contempt and he retaliated by saying that
“State kids are stupid.” Good one. I totally won the
battle. The rest of the night, I stumbled around, got
lost, and ended up with a free burrito. I woke up with
someone else’s weed in my purse and three lighters
that I did not bring in a bed somewhere unfamiliar and
was late for work. FUCK. Thanks for the free weed!!
-Three free lighters
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The World’s Infamous Koala
Personals
dear black people in the drive through lines at jack
in the box, turn down your fucking music. it makes
it really fucking hard to make my order.
-Black Penis Envy.

2) Egg/Sperm Donor
3) Greenpeace
4) Daily Aztec Ball licker
5) Whore

Suck dick and die upperclassmen, Freshmen have
every right to walk the streets unmolested!
-who cares?

Dear Bay Area, NorCal, and Sac town,
We all hate you. The only good thing that has ever
come from north of L.A. is slutty bitches. Even
though you have taken over our school we will rise
up and overcome. O ya and when your at a party
just because you meet somebody from Norcal I
don’t want to hear about your hella hyphy friends.
With hate,
Everyone south of the La Brea Tar pits

to all the girls in cuic that sunbathe on the weekends, im watching,
-creeper with a camera
to all you bitches from norcal,
your all wierd as fuck and probably scissor every
night cuz your boyfriends dont want to hit that. go
back and take your stds with you, you fucks...
-every guy in cuic
to the blond who got fucked at sigma chi
test yo self bitch
morgan sulivan
everytime i see you fire red hair i imagine you gargling on my balls
with love,
the guy with the gargled balls
To the Geisha wannabe who thinks she is “the luckiest,” GO blow a dog and then cook it for dinner
to the guy that handed me the koala yesterday.... yes
i would love to fuck u! ur foggy glasses and moppish hair make me wet. and just thinking about your
pubesant body makes me almost climax. next time i
see u im fucking you good.
sincerely,
the girl with the nice jugs
Nigger Babies. LOL!
to sean s from aztec corner last year...
where are you?? i miss seeing your massive bulge
and i still wanna play with it! PLEASE FUCK ME!!
xoxo
the girl that still loves seans penis
Shout out to millertime
dear elyse and hannah...thanks for last night...i owe
you $10
5 reasons to hate palin
1. we as americans dont like suprises. so unless she
fucks everyone on the planet to make up for the
WTF moment you can hate her
2. You know u hate hockey
3. is alaska even part of america?
4. her kid is a retard.and retards make us uncomfortable,
5. we hate pitbulls
the koala fucked a kangaroo...wonder what the kids
would look like? Please draw picture!
the Koala does not believe in procreation -Ed.
DEAR SIGMA PI CUNTS
WE STOLE YOUR FUCKIN SIGNS....THREE
TIMES YOU FAGS. WE THREW ONE OF
THEM OFF PS5 AND WATCHED IT CRUMBLE
LIKE A PIECE OF SHIT. WE THEN FUCKED
THE BITCHES THAT CAME FROM YOUR GAY
ASS PARTIES. AND NOW YOUR NOT EVEN A
FRAT ANYMORE. DIE SLOW MOTHERFUCKERS. ONCE A CUNT ALWAYS A CUNT.
LOVE,
THE SIGN SNATCHERS (JKKRT 6145)
top 5 jobs for SDSU college students
1) Drug dealer (put a line through it)

Whoever is in charge of SDSU,
I got a skateboarding ticket today. First I would like
to say FUCK YOU! Second I hope all those retards
get tickets for riding a wheelchair to class. Fair is
fair.
Freshman seeking justice
Top 5 ways to find a new dealer,
1) Trick-or-Treat down Frat Row
2) Medimar (google it)
3) Set up an interview with President Weber
4) Doug Case will give you blow for a bj (females
need not apply)
5) Talk to those long haired hippy lovin GreenPeace
fruitcakes on campus
Dear SDSU,
Keep you eyes open around the dorms, and in areas
around campus that are secluded. I planted a bunch
of trees for your smoking pleasure. Have fun around
Decemberish!
Dr. Greenthumb
Dear Whitey,
If you rock the tank top that shows off that swastika
on your back next week I will rip it off your shoulder. That is the most disrespectful shit you could ink
on yourself. I hope Jumbo Jamal ripped your ass up
good when you went to jail.
The 6’4” 280 dark brother that sits behind you in
Comm300 MW at 11.
redheads,
do something with your life, and stop coming to
partys. Your not hot, I hate freckles, and I don’t
want to wake up in a daze and think my pillows are
on fire.
Die it blonde
SDSU PLAYA HATA
To the asian girlfriend of my editor. I’m not giving you the evil eye. I’m giving you the Asian eye:
squinty, serious, and dead sexy. Rawr.
i love lean pockets
to everyone..... Im wet
sorority hos,
i understand that you all have low self-esteem and
are gonna be strippers one day but your separation
anxiety is really annoying. You can NEVER find
one without another one blabbing away about nothing like usual. Unattach!
School is seriouly killing my sex drive. what to do
what to do. maybe i should go to the koala staff for
help
Bottom Five Things To Tell Your Girlfriend After
Premature Ejaculation
1. Sorry, I was thinking about your mom.
2. Surprise!!
3. Now do you see the benefit of wearing glasses?
4. Beat THAT, Michael Phelps!
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5. You know the rules, last to finish has to swallow
Dear Adoring (and eager) UT Girls,
I am sorry to inform you and your friends that I
have stopped wearing my Crocs, and now wear
Converses, but you can still call me Crocs if you
wish. I hope you are happy that I still have my red
hair and large........physique. I may be gay, but you
know i am experimental when it comes to having
sex and your children, so i’d be up for it. If you
ever want a rocket in your back pocket you know
where to find me.
Love,
Crocs
Dear Hotness in my rws100 class
everytime i see you, i want to fuck you right then
and there..
Do all the dumb sorority girls rushing,
Why would you spent hundreds of dollars a semester to buy yourself STDs, a bad reputation, and
stinky ugg feet. Why dont you use thast money and
dye your hair a color besides blonde.
All the girls that think you are hoes
To the hot red head in my 260 class,
I just want to bend you over the lab desk and do you
in front of my whole class.
-Horney baseball boy
Dear Koala staff,
You guys are hot shit! I just want to slap your asses
and do you durning the thursday meetings. Stay
Sexy,
JBe
to everyone..... Im wet
Shaylan Davis,
You are such a fuckin whore! You are the most fake
person I’ve ever met. You are annoying as fuck and
need attention to feel important. You’re probably
getting off on this right now ‘cause people are reading your name. Fuck off, keep your clothes on, no
one wants to see your overweight self. Stay home
‘cause we dont’ want to see your ugly face. You’re
not cool at all so stop thinking you are.
-Everyone

wally ruiz is a fat ass mexican and is not worth
anybodys time! i hope he dies a lonely obese
man. he deserves nothing but the worst.
IF only the daily aztec didn’t suck as much as
our football team, and our sorrority girls, we
wouldn’t have to be reading the koala. But for
now it’ll do...
dear SAE
stop raping girls
kthnxbye
To the the stupid azn bibtch on the white scooter- I wanna tickle your papi sac even if you
look like a toolbelt
to all the frat boys that wear their hats backwards, go rape a girl on a different campus, im
tired of looking at a bunch of three year olds
that cant get pussy the old fashioned way, with
a big dick, go to hell.
To the DM (Dirty Mexican) girl in the EOP office with big eyes: I saw you make out with that
hot dog last night bitch!
Lizzy, the baby isn’t yours!

-Pregnant Man

